
Caring for 

Photographic Materials

What is a photograph?

The word “photograph” literally means drawing with light

A photograph is an image produced by light reacting with a chemically 

sensitised surface



A photograph is a complex 
multi-layered object, comprised of:

• a substrate or support (e.g. paper, glass, metal, plastic) 

• an emulsion containing light-sensitive chemicals (e.g.  

gelatine containing silver salts)

support

silver salts
gelatine

Camera Obscura

• Light travels in straight lines

• A pinhole or lens focuses light

• Reverse image is formed at back of 

room – or ‘camera’

Light-sensitive chemistry

• Light is energy

• Energy hits light-sensitive compound

• Chemical reaction occurs

• Crystals turn dark if light hits them –

forming a negative image



The Development of Photography

Principles of lenses, light and pinhole cameras understoodAncient times

Daguerre produces a workable direct positive process

Camera obscuras in frequent use by artists and scientists

German scholar Schulze accidentally creates first light sensitive 
compound

Thomas Wedgwood makes temporary pictures using objects 
placed on leather treated with silver nitrate

Niecephore Niepce combines the camera obscura with a light  
sensitive substrate

William Henry Fox Talbot creates first negative/positive 
process

Daguerre and Talbot announce their inventions – photography as 
we know it is officially invented

16th - 19th C

1720’s

1800

1816

1834

1837

1839

• Remove any rings or other jewellery that may catch or 
snag

• Gloves should always be worn. Nitrile gloves are best

• Handle objects with two hands on the edges only or 
supported with card, never by just a corner

• If met with resistance when taking a photo out of 
enclosure, STOP and seek advice

• Use only pencil for note-taking near unprotected 
photographs

• No food or drink should be consumed or placed near 
unprotected photographs

Handling Photographs
Some basic rules:



Handling photographs continued

Identify the emulsion side of a photograph as this is 

particularly vulnerable to damage during handling.

Paper prints/tintypes – the image/shiny side

Glass and plastic negatives/film – matt side

Wet collodion positive/daguerreotypes – usually protected with 

varnish and case.

NEVER touch the emulsion with bare fingers because the 

oily residues cause degradation. 

Disfiguring marks can eventually appear even if not visible 

immediately.

Preventive Conservation

• Aims to control factors which degrade photographs in order 
to limit further deterioration

• Methods include:

– Suppressing temperature

– Maintaining a constant level of RH

– Using high quality storage materials

– Limiting access to collections (or allowing access in 
different ways e.g. digitisation)



Identifying Photographic Processes

• Over 1500 types of photographic processes (!)

• Use a process of elimination:

• Is it a true photograph or photomechanical?

• Is it a positive or negative?

• Is it paper-based or otherwise?

• To preserve an object we need to know what it is

• Look at the object, not the image

• Photo identification can be very subjective. Only way to be 

more certain is through chemical analysis

The 19th Century Photo Family Tree

ALL PHOTOGRAPHS

Positives

Negatives

Paper-based images

Non-paper based images

Daguerreotype

Ambrotype

Tintype

One layer

Two layer

Three layer

Paper

Glass

Plastic

Calotype

Waxed paper

Collodion Wet Plate

Gelatine Dry Plate

Cellulose Nitrate

Cellulose Acetate

Polyester

Salted Paper print

Platinum

Cyanotype

Albumen print

Carbon print

Gelatine POP

Collodion POP

Gelatine DOP

Photomechanical

Half tone

Collotype

Photogravure

Also research chronology of use 



Formats

Stereographs

Cabinet Cards

Postcards

Cartes de visite

Common formats include:

There are many more…

Stereographs



Photomechanical 

Letterpress Halftone Collotype Photo Gravure

Negatives



Paper Negatives

1840 – 1865 (though can be later)

• Unmistakeably on paper

• Sometimes waxed for clearer 

details

• Often used by amateurs –

pioneers of photography

Glass Plate Negatives

Wet Collodion (1850 – 1900) Gelatine Dry Plate (1870 -1920)

• Creamy brown colour

• Not uniformly coated

• Very black and white

• Machine coated



Film Negatives

Cellulose Nitrate (1885 – 1950’s)

Signs of deterioration include an acrid smell, a sticky 

orange/brown substance & powder

Polyester (1955 (PET) and 1996 (PEN) – present day)

Extremely stable, does not deteriorate (as far as we know!)

Cellulose Acetates (1920 – present day)

Cellulose nitrate film presents a serious fire risk & should be 

identified for insurance purposes (see HSE online advice)

Signs of deterioration include a strong vinegar smell, wrinkling 

and channelling of the different layers

Cellulose Nitrate – don’t panic!

Identify it:

• Plastic negatives dated before 1920 are likely to be Cellulose Nitrate

• Plastic negatives dated between 1920-50 could be CN or Cellulose Acetate

• Some CN continued to be used – dates can be ambiguous!

• Assume it is CN – conservators can carry out tests for confirmation

Check your insurance policy:

• Holding it may invalidate your buildings or contents insurance

Temporary Storage:

• Ensure CN is kept somewhere cool and dry with good air circulation

• Take negatives out of enclosures – avoid microclimates

Permanent Storage:

• Cool temperatures (no higher than 16ºC), ideally freezing temperatures (between 
-20ºC to 0ºC) with low and stable RH (30-50%)

Seek Advice (especially if in poor condition)



Positives

Non-paper based positives

• Daguerreotypes (1840 – 1860)

• Tintype or Ferrotype (1852 – 1920’s)

• Wet Collodion Positive or Ambrotype (1852 – 1865)

• Unusual Processes:

• Ceramic

• Glass

• Leather



Daguerreotypes

1840 – 1860 

• Unique image

• Silver-plated copper sheet

• Distinctively mirror-like

• Both positive and negative 

depending on what angle it is 

viewed from

Wet Collodion Positives (Ambrotypes)

1852 – 1865 

• Unique image

• Glass base with black backing

• Often has ‘3D’ effect from 

different layers



Tintype (Ferrotypes)

1852 – 1920’s 

• Unique image

• Sheet of varnished iron 

(not tin!)

• Uneven coating

• Cheap and cheerful

Paper based positives

• How is it made?

• How is it mounted?

• What colour is it?

• Is it dated?

• How has it deteriorated?

Mental checklist of questions:

Examine each object carefully:

• How many layers does it have?

1 layer, 2 layers or 3 layers?

• Use both the naked eye and magnification



One layer positives 

Platinum Print

Cyanotype

Salted Paper Print

• Paper fibres are clearly seen

• Very matte surface

• Only one layer is 

discernable (i.e. no 

gelatine/albumen layer) 

One layer positives: 

Salted paper print

1840 – 1865 (revival late C19th) 

• Warm brown colour

• Matte surface

• Not a crisp image

• Often faded



One layer positives: Platinum print
1880 – 1930

• Cool slate grey 

colour

• Matte surface

• No image 

degradation/fading

• Foxing (brown spots) 

sometimes present

• Ghost image 

sometimes present on 

facing page

One layer positives: Cyanotype

1880 – 1920

• Distinctive blue 

colour

• Matte surface

• Easy to produce –

often amateur



Two layer positives 

Carbon Print

Albumen Print

• Paper fibres are partially visible

• Surface has some gloss

• A surface coating is discernable (i.e. 

albumen/gelatine binder layer) 

Two layer positives: Albumen print

1855 – 1920’s

• Warm colour

• Semi-gloss surface

• Often faded

• Often yellowed

• Cracked across 

surface

• Often curled/rolled –

on thin paper



Two layer positives: Carbon print

1860 – 1940’s

• Pigmented process

• Can be any colour

• Semi-gloss surface

• No image degradation

• Relief visible

Three layer positives 

Collodion printed-out print

Gelatine printed-out print (P.O.P)

Gelatine developed-out print (D.O.P)

• Paper fibres are completely 

obscured

• Surface can be anywhere 

from very matte to very glossy

• More than one layer is 

discernable

• Look for bright white baryta 

layer in damaged areas



Three layer positives: Gelatine P.O.P

1880’s – 1920’s

• Warm toned (i.e. not cool black 

and white but monochrome)

• Usually glossy

• Many different formats

An 1870s stereogram of printing out prints. 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/24443965@N08/3118415444/in/set-72157627782236525/

Three layer positives: Collodion P.O.P

1880’s – 1920’s

• Warm toned (often purple 

tinge)

• Glossy

• Many different formats

• ‘Rainbow’ interference colours 

in raking light helps distinguish 

from Gelatine POP



Three layer positives: Gelatine D.O.P

1880’s – present

• Cool toned (very black and 

white)

• Many surface finishes

• Most common black and white 

process of C20th

• Silver mirroring

Refreshment break (10mins) …

…then hands on with some 

photographs.

Glove up!



Preventive Conservation 

of

Photographic Materials 

• Light causes fading and eventual 
loss of image

• Temperature (high & fluctuating) 
exacerbates fading and other 
degradation

• Relative humidity (high & 
fluctuating) is the main causative 
agent of decay

• Biological factors include mould 
and insects

• Pollutants from both the 
environment, storage materials & 
photographs themselves

• Us! (poor handling, breakages, 
tears even loss…)

What causes photographic materials

to deteriorate?



Temperature & Humidity

•High and fluctuating levels most damaging 

• Too dry = cracking, fissuring, peeling

• Too humid = physical & chemical damage

• High temperatures exacerbate other deterioration

Light

• UV light most damaging to 

photographs

• Reduce by using UV filters

• 50 lux maximum for display

• Photographs should not be on 

permanent display

• Colour material can fade in the dark



Air Quality

• Pollutants can cause yellowing, 

oxidation of silver etc.

• Reduce by using filters if possible

• Photographs can add to pollutants –

e.g. cellulose acetate can give off acetic 

acid

• Increase air movement to avoid 

microclimates

• Good quality housing can mitigate 

effect of poor air quality

Housekeeping

• Keep research and storage areas clean. 

Use a vacuum fitted with a HEPA filter

• Regularly check for mould, insect or rodent activity

• Do not use household cleaners

• Place away from heat/water sources (e.g. radiators)

• Do not store photographs near photocopiers

• Avoid using carpets in storage areas if possible

• Do not store photographs in freshly painted rooms



Cleaning photographic materials

• Prepare your work area, clean and clear. 

• Layers of AFT surface to work on. Easy to remove top layer 

when becomes dirty. 

• Remove any pins, rubber bands etc. from loose prints, BUT 

only if this can be done without causing damage.

• Routine cleaning should only involved removal of surface dust. 

• Do not dismantle any enclosures or framed prints to clean 

inside. Leave this for a conservator, or seek the necessary 

training. 

• Soft brush only, pony hair or softer.

Cleaning continued:
• Framed prints - Glass: remove with a brush  any loose dust / dirt  

particles, then go over with a dry microfiber cloth.

• Mounted prints and albums / paper enclosures - paper: remove loose 

dust / dirt, use a smoke sponge to remove ingrained dust and stains.

Removes many substances but not all.



Storage of Photographic Materials

PD 5454: 2012

Guide to the Storage 

and Exhibition of

Archival Materials 

Temperature for storage 

British Standards Institution: BS ISO 18934:2006

Imaging materials. Multiple media archives. Storage environment 

Subzero (-20º – 0 ºC):

• Cellulose nitrate, cellulose acetate, early colour film & prints

Cold (0º – 8º C): 

• other film based negatives

Cool (8º – 16º C):

• glass/metal based photos 

Room (16º – 23º C):

• well processed black and white prints



Housing and storage  

Primary

• Folders

• Envelopes

• Boxes

Secondary

• Furniture

Varies depending on collections & available resources

Primary storage 

• Original housing materials sometimes poor quality

• Replace, but do not discard!

• Use high quality materials which pass the P.A.T:

• Paper:

High cotton content

Sulphur, buffer, lignin, acid-free

eg’s include pHoton and Argentia

• Plastic:

Polyester only

eg’s include Melinex, Mylar and Secol



Primary: glass negatives

• 4 –flap enclosure

• Store vertically along 

long edge

• Emulsion side 

upwards

• Use card ‘spacers’ in 

box for access

• Do not over load box 

or shelf

Primary: film negatives

• 4 –flap paper 

enclosure with card 

support

• or polyester 

sleeves (beware of 

microclimates!)

• Store vertically 

along long edge

• Use card ‘spacers’ 

in box for access



Primary: paper prints

• Polyester sleeves or 

ring binder pockets

• Or paper folders

• Box binders stored 

vertically

• Card can be 

inserted for support

Secondary storage: furniture

• Ideally should be metal – powder coated or baked 

enamel

• Old wooden items may be suitable

• New wood, especially oak, should never be used

• No furniture should be painted, bleached or 

varnished

• Check weight bearing capabilities – photographic 

collections can be heavy!



Involving volunteers

What can they do?

Anything you want them to do – with the right 

training any one can do anything in preventive 

conservation.

It all depends on the resources you have available

Involving volunteers

Deliver training in handling photographic materials before 

anything else.

• Research –

do you know what / who the image is of? 

• Inventory checks / audits

• Sizing for housing

• Documentation and Surface cleaning

• Scanning / digitisation 

• Process identification

• Condition assessment

Resources  

& training 

required 

increases



Summary: caring for photographs
• Get to know your collection

Identify the different photographic processes in your collection, particularly 
those susceptible to degradation. 

• Handle items correctly
This is one of the main causes of damage to photographs but one of the 
easiest to mitigate. 

• Monitor the environment – and improve where needed
Be aware of poor quality primary enclosures and containers, other possible 
contaminants and biological activity. Monitor environmental conditions to 
ensure they’re suitable.

• Carry out regular condition checks
Monitor the condition of the collection regularly, consulting a specialist 
conservator if there is cause for concern.


